
      
         

      

      
         
            
               

               

               

               

            

            
               

            

         

         	Name	Description	Default	Control
	propertyName*	
                     This is a short description

                     
                        summary

                     

                  	
                     defaultValue

                  	Set string
	propertyName*	
                     This is a short description

                     
                        summary

                     

                  	
                     defaultValue

                  	Set string
	propertyName*	
                     This is a short description

                     
                        summary

                     

                  	
                     defaultValue

                  	Set string


      

      
         
            No Preview

            Sorry, but you either have no stories or none are selected somehow.

            	Please check the Storybook config.
	Try reloading the page.


            If the problem persists, check the browser console, or the terminal you've run Storybook from.
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                           Switch on to safety

                           Are you keeping your home and family safe from gas and electrical accidents? For tips and advice from the CRU click here.

                           Learn more

                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  

               

            
            
               
                  
                     
                        
                           Power to the people

                           You can switch by simply taking out a contract with a new energy supplier. The contract with your old supplier will then be automatically switched. There are four simple steps to switching supplier and these are set out in the below guide:

                           There is also a more detailed step by step guide in the tab on the left hand side as well some information on what you need to know when switching.

                        

                     

                  

               

            
            
               
                  
                     
                        
                           Switch and save

                           Are you keeping your home and family safe from gas and electrical accidents? For tips and advice from the CRU click here.

                           Learn more
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                           Before you switch

                           Are you keeping your home and family safe from gas and electrical accidents? For tips and advice from the CRU click here.

                           Learn more
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                           How to switch

                           Are you keeping your home and family safe from gas and electrical accidents? For tips and advice from the CRU click here.

                           Learn more
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                           Message goes here

                           Contact us

                        

                     

                  

               

            
            
               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              Have a question?

                              Our Customer Care Team is available Mon-Fri, 9am-5:30pm.

                              Contact us

                           

                        

                     

                  

               

            
         

      

      
         
            
               
                  
                     
                        
                     
                  
                  Templates
               

               At the template stage, we break our chemistry analogy to get into language that makes more sense to our clients and our final output. Templates consist mostly of groups of organisms stitched together to form pages. It’s here where we start to see the design coming together and start seeing things like layout in action.

               Templates are very concrete and provide context to all these relatively abstract molecules and organisms. Templates are also where clients start seeing the final design in place. In my experience working with this methodology, templates begin their life as HTML wireframes, but over time increase fidelity to ultimately become the final deliverable. Bearded Studio in Pittsburgh follow a similar process, where designs start grayscale and layout-less but slowly increase fidelity until the final design is in place.

            

         

      

      
   